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Bullfrog Rust Blocker Motorcycle Cover 
 
Bull Frog Rust Blocker Motorcycle Cover—Protecting your Motorcycle is as Easy as 1,2,3. 
A canvas or vinyl motorcycle cover will not protect a stored motorcycle from the rust and corrosion that will    
impair its look and performance. Unlike any other standard cover, only Bull Frog motorcycle covers with Rust 
Blocker protect your bike with the same vapor phase corrosion inhibitor (VpCI) used for transit protection by   
major motorcycle manufacturers. The Bull Frog® Motorcycle Cocoon is impregnated with the patented Cortec® 
VpCI (Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitor) technology.  After storage, VpCI's don’t need to be removed with         
cleaning or degreasing chemicals. That means your motorcycle is ready to go right out of the Cocoon. 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
How it works: The VpCI's form a "Molecular Umbrella" of electrochemical inhibitors that migrate on to all the 
metal surfaces of the motorcycle including, crevices, cracks, and even in recessed areas. Cortec® VpCI's provide 
clean protection.  

 

          

              
Directions: 

1. Simply allow your motorcycle to cool from operating temperatures, zip open the        
cocoon, place the tongue on the floor, and roll your motorcycle onto the tongue of 
the cocoon (bag).  

2. Place a rubber pad between your side stand and the cocoon tongue, and then pull  
cocoon over the top of the motorcycle.  

3. Zip the BULL FROG Cocoon closed and you’re done.   

You can leave your bike in the cocoon for up to 2 years without allowing corrosion to start!  No electricity, or 
other gadgets to fumble with, it is that easy. After the 2 year performance protection, we also offer the Bull Frog        
Electronic Cleaner of Bullfrog Shields to recharge the inner liner of the cocoon.  
 
Standard Sizes:    MEDIUM, LARGE, TOURING                                                                              

Benefits: 

• Works better than conventional covers. 
• Made of a 3 layer material, the cover is waterproof on the outside, 

abrasion proof on the inside, and its one way breathable action 
allows the cover to move moisture away from your motorcycle. 

• Made in USA, fully reusable, 100% recyclable and non-toxic. 
• Won’t harm plastics or painted surfaces. 

Cortec VpCI’s bond electro-chemically 
with metal surfaces to form a protective 
"molecular umbrella," sealing out the 
air and moisture that causes rust and 

corrosion. 


